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this article provides an introduction to four distinct tiers of digital transformation each of
which meets different strategic objectives and allows companies to maximize the value they a
digital strategy defines an organization s priority initiatives for future investment in digital
technology to make a business more competitive by digitalization of its processes and review of
its business model it has a broad scope covering how digital technology can support business
goals across the business those that do reflect a robust digital strategy that follows the five
simple rules we ve just described they ll ensure you get the most out of your people and digital
investments by aligning them with the critical moves that drive competitive advantage and
superior results the goal of a digital transformation as outlined in the new mckinsey book
rewired a mckinsey guide to outcompeting in the age of digital and ai wiley june 20 2023 should
be to build a competitive advantage by continuously deploying tech at scale to improve customer
experience and lower costs strategy for a digital world mckinsey by accelerating digital adoption
the covid 19 pandemic has widened the gap between the top and bottom companies on the power curve
of economic profit 1 amplifying winner takes most dynamics and further separating digital leaders
from also rans companies need their digital strategies to act as a road map for ongoing
transformation a living organism that evolves along with the business landscape in other work we
laid out the four main fights that companies must win to build truly dynamic digital strategies
digital strategy demands significant organizational energy at many companies by the time teams
have adapted to newly implemented technology another platform has emerged to replace it a book
coedited by feng zhu offers a guide for executives trying to manage the chaos digital
transformation is a strategic initiative that incorporates digital technology across all areas of
an organization it evaluates and modernizes an organization s processes products operations and
technology stack to enable continual rapid customer driven innovation strategic organization in
the digital age rethinking the concept of technology samer faraj paul m leonardi 2022 open access
research article first published online september 24 2022 strategic organization in the digital
age rethinking the concept of technology strategy channel management advertising privacy
performance benchmarks articulate your goals and execution tactics for digital experiences
channels campaigns and media for most organizations digital marketing plays an increasingly
strategic role in driving business growth what is a digital transformation strategy digital
transformation is reshaping how businesses operate organizational leaders are leveraging
technological tools to create more streamlined and efficient processes resulting in a better
customer or user experience ux setting a global communication strategy requires some pretty
foundational things content management digital asset management new production models that help
us create and then leverage and syndicate content globally video the digital business model
horwood explains how to embed strategy into a business a digital strategy outlines your target
audience competitive landscape goals key performance indicators and your existing user journey
this strategy provides a consistent direction and vision for your project while ensuring everyone
involved is on the same page using the defined pathways to work towards achieving the same goals
and vision the increasing digitalization of economies has highlighted the importance of digital
transformation and how it can help businesses stay competitive in the market however disruptive
changes not only occur at the company level they also have environmental societal and
institutional implications stefan mitzkus 18 min read digital strategy table of contents what is
digital business strategy digital marketing strategies 7 best digital marketing strategies for
small businesses digital businesses strategy examples digital business strategy management
digital business concepts october 2018 digital strategy the four fights you have to win yesterday
s tentative approaches won t deliver you need absolute clarity about digital s demands galvanized
leadership unparalleled agility and the resolve to bet boldly by tanguy catlin laura laberge and
shannon varney at strategy we set clear outcomes and specific performance metrics to help you
build the right digital strategies to drive results that redefine the future we provide strategic
advice from the design phase onward to help digital rollouts stay on or get ahead of plan and
budget a digital strategy is a company s approach to using technology like computers mobile
devices and internet services to grow the brand this plan can help employees reach customers
increase sales and showcase their brand effectively



the 4 tiers of digital transformation harvard business review Apr 22 2024 this article provides
an introduction to four distinct tiers of digital transformation each of which meets different
strategic objectives and allows companies to maximize the value they
what is a digital strategy and how should it be structured Mar 21 2024 a digital strategy defines
an organization s priority initiatives for future investment in digital technology to make a
business more competitive by digitalization of its processes and review of its business model it
has a broad scope covering how digital technology can support business goals across the business
the five rules of digital strategy boston consulting group Feb 20 2024 those that do reflect a
robust digital strategy that follows the five simple rules we ve just described they ll ensure
you get the most out of your people and digital investments by aligning them with the critical
moves that drive competitive advantage and superior results
what is digital transformation mckinsey Jan 19 2024 the goal of a digital transformation as
outlined in the new mckinsey book rewired a mckinsey guide to outcompeting in the age of digital
and ai wiley june 20 2023 should be to build a competitive advantage by continuously deploying
tech at scale to improve customer experience and lower costs
strategy for a digital world mckinsey mckinsey company Dec 18 2023 strategy for a digital world
mckinsey by accelerating digital adoption the covid 19 pandemic has widened the gap between the
top and bottom companies on the power curve of economic profit 1 amplifying winner takes most
dynamics and further separating digital leaders from also rans
how to build an agile digital strategy that wins mckinsey Nov 17 2023 companies need their
digital strategies to act as a road map for ongoing transformation a living organism that evolves
along with the business landscape in other work we laid out the four main fights that companies
must win to build truly dynamic digital strategies
digital strategy a handbook for managing a moving target Oct 16 2023 digital strategy demands
significant organizational energy at many companies by the time teams have adapted to newly
implemented technology another platform has emerged to replace it a book coedited by feng zhu
offers a guide for executives trying to manage the chaos
what is digital transformation ibm Sep 15 2023 digital transformation is a strategic initiative
that incorporates digital technology across all areas of an organization it evaluates and
modernizes an organization s processes products operations and technology stack to enable
continual rapid customer driven innovation
strategic organization in the digital age rethinking the Aug 14 2023 strategic organization in
the digital age rethinking the concept of technology samer faraj paul m leonardi 2022 open access
research article first published online september 24 2022 strategic organization in the digital
age rethinking the concept of technology
digital marketing strategy everything leaders should know Jul 13 2023 strategy channel management
advertising privacy performance benchmarks articulate your goals and execution tactics for
digital experiences channels campaigns and media for most organizations digital marketing plays
an increasingly strategic role in driving business growth
your guide to understanding digital transformation strategy Jun 12 2023 what is a digital
transformation strategy digital transformation is reshaping how businesses operate organizational
leaders are leveraging technological tools to create more streamlined and efficient processes
resulting in a better customer or user experience ux
developing a global digital strategy mckinsey May 11 2023 setting a global communication strategy
requires some pretty foundational things content management digital asset management new
production models that help us create and then leverage and syndicate content globally video the
digital business model horwood explains how to embed strategy into a business
what is a digital strategy key elements examples Apr 10 2023 a digital strategy outlines your
target audience competitive landscape goals key performance indicators and your existing user
journey this strategy provides a consistent direction and vision for your project while ensuring
everyone involved is on the same page using the defined pathways to work towards achieving the
same goals and vision
digital transformation an overview of the current state of Mar 09 2023 the increasing
digitalization of economies has highlighted the importance of digital transformation and how it
can help businesses stay competitive in the market however disruptive changes not only occur at
the company level they also have environmental societal and institutional implications
digital business strategy examples definition and strategies Feb 08 2023 stefan mitzkus 18 min
read digital strategy table of contents what is digital business strategy digital marketing



strategies 7 best digital marketing strategies for small businesses digital businesses strategy
examples digital business strategy management digital business concepts
digital strategy the four fights you have to win Jan 07 2023 october 2018 digital strategy the
four fights you have to win yesterday s tentative approaches won t deliver you need absolute
clarity about digital s demands galvanized leadership unparalleled agility and the resolve to bet
boldly by tanguy catlin laura laberge and shannon varney
digital transformation strategy consulting services strategy Dec 06 2022 at strategy we set clear
outcomes and specific performance metrics to help you build the right digital strategies to drive
results that redefine the future we provide strategic advice from the design phase onward to help
digital rollouts stay on or get ahead of plan and budget
what is a digital strategy definition benefits and tips Nov 05 2022 a digital strategy is a
company s approach to using technology like computers mobile devices and internet services to
grow the brand this plan can help employees reach customers increase sales and showcase their
brand effectively
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